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INTRODUCTION

A collaboration of sheer brilliance, intellect and memories is defined as STACStudents’ Technical Awareness Conference.
With a vision to create opportunities for young enthusiasts to explore and
discover the professional outlook of their aspiring future endeavors, IEEE
GCET SB organized STAC’16 on 17th &18th of September, 2016. It’s a festival
of knowledge, skill enhancement & every other synonym of enthusiasm and
devour.
Students’ Technical Awareness Conference is a platform for all individuals to
dive into the in-depth culture of proficiency through the means of conferences,
seminars and direct communication with some of the best professionals in the
field of Engineering and Technology. It renders a platform of thought,
realization and knowledge driven by the zeal of students to learn about the
various technological developments and advancements which is projected upon
them by the experience, perseverance and knowledge of industry professionals.

IEEE GCET SB, has been organizing STAC annually since 2012 with over
350 participants every year and has very recently won the Darrel Chong
Award Student Activity Award (Silver Level) for STAC’15. It is a great deal
of pride and pleasure for us and we are highly elated by our achievement. This
award is the result of our continuous and consistent progress and sheer
determination in improving the quality of students’ activities and fostering of
knowledge sharing.

17Th September
The first day, that is, 17/09/2016 began amidst heavy rain with registration
of every participant from 9 A.M followed by breakfast for the dignitaries
as well as the participants.
The participants were greeted with a wonderful surprise in the GCET foyer.
The STAC’16 Tech-Deco team after working rigorously day and night
created an exhilarating technical project named water-fall display which
when coupled with a LED-indicator poured the water droplets in such a
way that they projected the words “S-T-A-C-16”.(Technical Specs for the
projects under Tech Deco attached separately).
Also, IEEE GCET SB created a 3-D hologram of STAC’16 which was
projected through a pyramidal glass screen and created by a video
playback using a mounted display.

Picture: Water-fall display created by the tech-deco team of STAC’16.

Picture: 3D-Hologram of STAC’16 Logo created by the tech-deco team of STAC’16.

The participants were then seated in the GCET auditorium. Next was a
warm greeting to everyone by the anchors followed by brief introduction of
IEEE and the institute. After which, the speakers, the principal and IEEE
branch counsellor were respectively felicitated with a bouquet.
Then there was the lamp lighting ceremony followed by prayer to
commence the event with the blessings of the almighty. The anchors, then
gave brief introductions of the Principal, IEEE GCET SB Branch
Counsellor, IEEE GCET SB Chairperson and our Key Note speaker, Dr.
Vithal N. Kamat.
Our esteemed dignitaries then spoke a few words of encouragement and
wishes for the success of the event.
The Key Note speech by Dr. Kamat was very enlightening and thoughtprovoking. He gave an insight to the students into the industrial world and
also the latest trends happening in the field of electronics, especially
microprocessors and embedded systems. He advised the students to focus
more on the practical aspect rather than the theoretical aspect. He
encouraged the students to take up more and more projects to expand the
realm of their knowledge and enhance their practical demeanor so that they
are more suitable for industry needs.
Our VFX Team then projected a heart-warming introductory video on the
auditorium screen presenting an ambiguous message that technology can
be used either for the destruction of mankind (highlighting various wars
and atrocities committed around the world using advanced weapons and

artillery) or for the development of mankind (depicting the various
technological advancements happening in the world which have
completely transformed our lives for the good).

Picture: Our dignitaries light the lamp to mark the beginning of the auspicious event.

Picture: Honorable Dignitaries including our chief guest Dr. Vithal Kamath, seated along with our Chairperson Parth Shah
(extreme right) for the start of STAC’16.

Picture: Our honorable Chief Guest, Dr.Vithal Kamath, started the inaugural speech. He focused on the practical aspect of
engineering and advised the students to take more and more projects so that they are more suitable for industrial needs.

Picture: Participants during STAC’16. We were exalted to see the hall filled with enthusiastic and inquisitive souls.

SESSION I: Mr. King Sidharth
King Sidharth was the first speaker of Students Technical Awareness
Conference’16. Mr. King Sidharth is a product designer at an online payment
platform Instamojo.
He started his speech generally from his school and college life in a very
different manner and told the participants that he was an average student like
all of us and was bored with the regular system of school and boring
examination. Then he focused his talk on start-up side and told the students’ to
pursue their dreams and never to come under pressure.
According to him college is all about civilization and discipline but not about
revolution, revolution is something that comes from experience. He told the
participants how to choose different paths and get success. He believes that
there are three ways to discover ourselves; reading, writing and travelling. He
also entertained the participants by fruitful stories about entrepreneurship and
how its influence will remain forever. He told about the importance of
meditation, start-up bug and humanity.
He also shed some light on learning double entry account which is important in
today’s world. We are the generation that needs the attention of the whole
world but will not spend 5 minutes with ourselves, that is the greatest irony
according to him.
He also suggested how to start a start-up in a very simple way – work for a
small start-up and gradually take experience of different start-up and then you
can start your own start-up with some idea.
In his speech he also focused on concept of service and Product Company and
lastly he ended his speech by a wonderful Q and A session

Picture 8: Mr. King Sidharth addressing the audience of STAC’16.

Industrial Exhibition: HI-MAK
After an enlightening session by Mr. King Sidharth, participants went for a
lunch break. After that, there was an industrial project exhibition by HI-MAK

Pvt.Ltd. wherein they demonstrated one of their automation projects using
SCADA, etc. and gave an insightful knowledge on the working of industrial
automation.
HI-MAK have been exclusively representing Siemens, effecting sales &
marketing, detailed engineering, system designing, software development,
supply of hardware & panels, erection , commissioning and service support. In
field of automation system integration, they have earned a reputation for total
commitment to quality and excellence best regards, which is reflected by more
than 1500+ installations and over 250+ satisfied customers.
The session provided a great deal of information and knowledge to all the
participants as they got an intrinsic idea on the working of the industrial
projects

Picture: An Official from HI-MAK Pvt. Ltd. explains their industrial automation project during STAC’16.

Picture: Delegate from HI-MAK Pvt. Ltd. is felicitated by Branch counsellor of IEEE GCET SB, Mr. Rakesh Patel, during
STAC’16.

SESSION 2: Mr. Satyen Jadeja

Mr. Satyen Jadeja, Associate Director and Industry leader at IBM, Asia Pacific
Region was our third consummate speaker in STAC’16.
The talk ‘5 Disruptions due to Technological Advancements’ was mostly on
technical and start-up side. Mr. Jadeja mainly focused on upcoming next 10
years technology in the world.
He discussed about the running wonderful start-ups in the field of technology
and also focused on social media website. Supply chain and analytics of ecommerce website was explained in his speech. The first technology he
explained was about evolution of cognitive system i.e. new partnership between
man and machine with a wonderful video of pepper robot. The second
technology he focused was IOT (internet of things) in business and remoting of
vehicles. This topic was also explained by amazing video of Olly car which is
an autonomous robot car. Olly is a vehicle designed by 3D printing and driven
by IBM Watson technology. The third technology was about Block chain
which is a revolutionary decentralized trust system.
The use of block chain in the field of security, banking, file storage etc. was
explained. The 4th and last technology he explained about was quantum
computing. He also gave some light on other technologies that may come in
society in upcoming years. Next generation batteries were also given some light
in his speech. The session ended with a wonderful Q and A session. His speech
can be said as microcosm of technical world that is around us.

Picture: Our honorable speaker, Mr. Satyen Jadeja addressing the audience of STAC’16.

Picture: Mr. Satyen Jadeja being felicitated by the Branch Counsellor of IEEE GCET SB Mr. Rakesh Patel.

SESSION 3: Mr. Tirthesh Ganatra
Mr. Ganatra is the co-founder of pricebaba.com who regulates prices for
offline stores and markets, it was one of the startups backed by 500 Startups.
His start-up known as “Pricebaba.com” with a tagline of “we help our friends
shop better” serves 3million users per month.
He started his speech with a quote “One step forward, not two steps back”.
He said there is no formula for success in entrepreneurship. And out there
people are waiting to pull you down and asked the question, “Why you want
to do a start-up?” He said few words about his past, about how he is an
“accidental entrepreneur” and his journey into the startup industry.
He said, “Fail, fail as quickly as possible and move on. Three things that
makes or tears up a start-up are: big ass market, kick ass product and smart
ass team. Market is a non-negotiable thing. To start something do run
surveys, ask others but not your close ones.
Idea should be bulletproof. Do share your ideas to get feedback, feedback helps
you to improve.”
He also motivated the students to be passionate about their idea and that a
product is an output of your executed idea. This is what matters the most. It
needs experience. He proposed a way how to think:
Why=the purpose
How=the process
What=the result.
He went on about his past experiences, good and bad ones and how each of
them taught him something valuable and that he had no regrets about any of the
decisions he made back in the day.
He concluded his talk with a few words of wisdom and how-to’s and a few
what-not’s in a startup based on his experience.

Picture: Our honorable speaker Mr. Tirthesh Ganatra addressing the audience of STAC’16.

Picture: Mr. Tirthesh Ganatra felicitated by Rayashi Banik, chairperson for WIE Affinity group IEEE GCET SB.

SESSION 4: Mr. Rahul Shah
Mr.Rahul Shah, a GCET alumni and a Software Engineer at Microsoft, Seattle
was the last speaker of STAC Day 1.
In his speech he covered basics of Big Data, data science and cloud computing.
He also said about his journey as a software developer in Microsoft for more
than 4 years. Then he ended his session with the interactive Q and A session
wherein he discussed about the hiring process in Microsoft and also discussed
some details regarding the future ambitions of the firm.
His session, as well, was followed by clicking pictures with all the dignitaries of
the day. Tons of photographs and selfies were captured and finally the day
ended with a personal interactive session of Mr.Tirthesh Ganatra and the IEEE
GCET SB members.

Picture: Our honorable speaker Mr. Rahul Shah addressing the audience of STAC’16.

Picture: Ex-Treasurer of IEEE GCET SB, Chaitanya Shah, asks a query to Mr. Rahul Shah during STAC’16.

Picture: Mr. Rahul Shah felicitated by Rayashi Banik, chairperson for WIE Affinity group IEEE GCET SB.

18TH September
The Second day began with the same zeal and enthusiasm as all the participants
registered themselves at the desk by 9:30am and proceeded for the breakfast.
Having gained bags full of knowledge on start-ups and technical know-hows,
there was a certain level of ecstasy in the ambience as the students came yet
again with open minds and eager ears were once again ready to nourish
themselves in the waves of knowledge to grasp and gain as much as they can
from the last and final day of STAC.

Picture: The participants and volunteers started with the same zeal and enthusiasm on Day 2 of STAC’16.

Picture: The auditorium hall during STAC’16.

SESSION I: Mr. Surendra Verma
Mr. Surendra Verma is the Co-founder and Director at BRIOS Consulting
LLP. In his session, he explained that how the method of doing business has
changed in a decade. He stated that Engineers need not start as Engineers and
end as Engineers. He also showed how various other career options are
available with BRIOS. He also tried to cover the reasons of the gap between
the industry and educational institutions which includes No update of Course
Curriculum with the change in technology, improper laboratory facilities, Lack
of interaction with industry. He also covered the demand of disruptive
technologies in today's world and how innovation is inevitable. His
enlightening talk ended with an inquisitive Q & A session.

Picture: Mr. Surendra Verma addressing the audience during STAC’16.

SESSION 2: Mr. Mrigash Shah
Mr. Mrigash Shah is an analyst at Customized Energy Solutions. He
explained the Energy Cost Saving by Open Access Mechanism. He showed
the services offered by Customized Energy Solutions which include
Wholesale Energy Services, Retail Energy Services, Fuel Management,
Regulatory Compliance Reporting, Emerging Technologies, Demand
Responsive Services and Renewable Energy Services. He also focused on
various solutions of problems like Electricity Theft. He also showed the
participants his vision of having a worldwide presence where deregulated
electricity or natural gas markets exist.

Picture: Mr. Mrigash Shah felicitated by Bhavin shah, Chairperson IEEE GCET IAS chapter during STAC’16.

NETWORKING EVENT

After such an inquisitive session by Mr. Mrigash Shah, the participants were
divided into two groups, namely Group A & Group B. All the Group A
participants headed for the lunch and all the Group B participants were further
divided into teams of 20 each and each team was headed by 2 volunteers who
took them for the networking event.
It was a special event IEEE GCET SB organized in order to felicitate interaction
amongst the participants. As the participants were from various colleges across
Gujarat, it was very essential to bring them together on a common platform so
that they can interact and share their ideas, views and experience on various
topics and make friends with each other.
Every team was allotted one topic, namely; teleshopping, sports, business,
fashion, Bollywood, music, politics, education, weather, technology,
travelling. All the topics were pretty interesting and fascinating for the students.
The teams were taken to their respective locations in the college, and according
to their topic, the participants were then asked to engage in any activity or a
small event in which they discuss about their topic and how it is influencing the
world and society around them.
It was pretty fascinating to see all the participants getting involved in various
fun activities related to their respective topics which created a bond between
them. The participants showed a great deal of enthusiasm. The volunteers then
felicitated the interactions even more by asking them about their invaluable
feedback about the event. The volunteers then recorded a 5 minute video of
their teams taking part in their respective networking events.
After that, Group B participants headed for the lunch and Group A participants
were then, similarly, divided into teams of 20 each and headed with their
respective volunteers for the networking event. Once again, the same level of
enthusiasm and vigor was seen among the participants as they thoroughly
enjoyed the interactions and activities conducted during the networking event.
After the networking event, all the participants were asked to settle down in the
auditorium for our next honorable speaker Ms. Kanika Tekriwal.

SESSION 3: Ms. Kanika Tekriwal

Ms. Kanika Tekriwal is the founder and CEO at JetSetGo, a
private jet leasing company having India's largest private jet fleet.
In her session, she gave a glimpse of her entire journey from school
life to being featured in Forbes'30 under 30' achievers list. Her
journey was full of hardships and difficulties and how she never
gave up and conquered them. She emphasized on working for your
vision, no ifs and no buts. She also emphasized on how important it
is to believe in one's own potential when things don't go right.
Her edifying speech on her journey which was full of hardships and
compromises and how she climbed the ladder of success enraptured
every soul inside the auditorium. In this misogynistic world, she is
definitely a great example of what a woman can achieve if she never
gives up and follow her dreams. She concluded her speech with an
interactive session with the audience wherein she also emphasized the
fact that the world is providing a lot of benefits and opportunities to
women these days, rather being unfair to men. She stated that women
have a lot of opportunities to grow so they should never give up and
always follow their dreams. This indeed gave a warm vote of
confidence to all the girls present in the auditorium.

Picture: Ms. Kanika Tekriwal addressing the audience during STAC’16.

Picture: Ms. Kanika Tekriwal being felicitated by Rayashi Banik, Chairperson WIE chapter, during STAC’16.

After such an enlightening and inspiring speech, participants were
given a short tea-break and after that there was a presentation of a
wall-mapping video prepared exclusively by our VFX Team depicting
the theme and purpose of
“STAC’16-INFINITE POSSIBILITIES”. The participants raptured
in applause and appreciation. Their ebullience was a symbol of great
deal of pleasure and remuneration for us.
This is how the two-day journey of STAC’16 ended leaving the
students with benevolence of knowledge, innovation and awareness to
be cherished for their lifetimes. Every student carried with him/her
bag full of memories, memoranda and friends they can call mates for
life time. The volunteers witnessed the curtains fall with ambiguous
heavy hearts as their months of hard work and determination had
finally come to an end. STAC’16 in a nutshell was another successful
STAC event which yet again fulfilled its motive of imparting

knowledge and technical awareness amongst young minds and giving
them a push towards a better and brighter future.

Picture: All the volunteers and exe-com members after the success of STAC’16
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